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Speciality optical fibres are of growing interest for a diverse applications including lasing, sensing and nonlinear 
processing. Both glass properties and fibre structures are used to tailor the fibre properties. Hence, there is 
increasing demand for creating novel glass properties and new structures to improve and extend fibre performance. 
This talk reviews the progress in pushing the limits in glass properties and fabrication of fibre structures. 
Depending on their glass composition, glasses exhibit a wide range of optical properties such as linear refractive 
indices of 1.4-2.8, nonlinear refractive indices spanning three order of magnitude over of 1017-1020 m2/W and 
transmission windows that are situated within 200nm – 20µm [1,2]. Recently, incorporation of nanocrystals has 
gained significant attention as a pathway to add functionality to glass. For example, embedding nanodiamond in 
tellurite glass opens up quantum photonics in a fibre [3]. 
The glass fabrication conditions have a significant impact on the material loss of glass. For example, large amount 
of research has been dedicated to reduce water content in heavy metal oxide glasses to access the intrinsic infrared 
transmission of these glasses [4]. 
In addition to optical properties, thermomechanical properties play a key role in the suitability of glasses for 
practical applications. The relationships between optical and thermomechanical properties and their impact on 
potential applications of glasses are shown in Fig. 1 [2]. 
A range of techniques has been used to fabricate nano/microstructured fibres. Recent progress in extrusion has 
extended significantly the range of fibre structures that have been made as well as the range of materials that have 
been exploited for fibre fabrication [5]. In addition, ultrasonic drilling and milling of preforms opened up new 
structures [6]. Figure 2 shows examples of nano/microstructured fibres made using the extrusion and drilling 
technique. Another technique to create microstructure into glass is direct laser writing of region with modified 
refractive index. This technique enabled creation of low-loss waveguide into ZBLAN fluoride glass (Fig. 2) [7]. 
The talk will also present opportunities of different glasses and structures for diverse range of applications 
spanning fluoroindate fibres for mid-infrared transmission [8], fluorozirconate waveguides as chip lasers [7], 
tellurite microspheres for nanoparticle sensing [9], heavy metal oxide glass fibres for nonlinear optical processing 
[10], suspended and exposed core fibres for different sensing platforms [6,11]. 
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Fig. 1. Map of refractive indices and glass 
transition temperatures of various glasses. 

 
Fig. 2. Fibre images: top two rows are extruded fibres 
bottom four images from left are drilled fibres and 
bottom right is a laser written waveguide structure. 


